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Wheelock & Co Ltd (“WHEELK”) 
  

Recommendation 
 
 Wharf REIC remains crucial to WHEELK, contributing to 47% of WHEELK’s total underlying 

net profit. As for WHARF, we have published an Earnings Review on it last week. Wheelock 
itself saw successful launches and revenue surge. 

 Wheelock-Own’s net gearing was higher at 15.8% at end June 2019, from 13.0% in the 
preceding corresponding period. We think the HKD6.5bn of debt coming due before end 
2020 is very manageable as it has significant undrawn facilities of HKD26.7bn, and not 
forgetting the recurrent dividend income from its subsidiaries of ~HKD2.6bn.  

 Net gearing on a consolidated basis was also higher at 25.0% (2018: 23.9%) while 
EBITDA/Interest (consolidated basis) was 8.2x, up from 7.3x a year ago. As such, we 
maintain WHEELK at Issuer Profile of Positive (2). 

 We think WHEELK 4.5% ’21 looks interesting, as it is trading marginally wider than bonds 
of issuers which we also have on Positive (2) Issuer Profile. Separately, WHEELK 4.5% ’21 is 
offering a spread of 76bps above swap and a yield of 2.37% while WHARF 4.5% ’21, which 
we rate one notch lower at Neutral (3) Issuer Profile, also offers a similar yield for an 
almost matching tenor.  

 

Relative Value 

Bond 

Maturity / Call 

date Net gearing 

Ask YTC / 

YTM Spread 

WHARF 4.5% ‘21 20/07/2021 17% 2.35% 73bps 

WHEELK 4.5% ‘21 02/09/2021 25% 2.37% 76bps 

  Indicative prices as at 19 August 2019 Source: Bloomberg 
   Aggregate leverage based on latest available quarter 

 
Background 
 
 Wheelock & Co Limited (“WHEELK”) is a Hong Kong listed investment holding company 

founded in 1857.  
 WHEELK owns 65% of The Wharf (Holdings) Ltd (“WHARF”) and 63% of Wharf Real Estate 

Investment Co (“Wharf REIC”). Together with 98.9%-owned Wheelock Properties (Singapore) 
(“WPSL”), the subsidiary companies generate solid recurring dividend income for the Group. 

i) WHARF principally engages in property investment and development in Hong Kong 
and Mainland China, hotel operations and logistics. 

ii) Wharf REIC holds a portfolio of six premier assets (worth HKD274 bn) including 
Harbour City, Times Square, Wheelock House, Crawford House, The Murray and 
Plaza Hollywood. 

iii) WPSL is a property investor and developer, with a focus on luxury residences. 

 
Key Considerations  

 
 Wharf REIC is crucial to WHEELK: Wharf REIC contributed HKD3.3bn to WHEELK’s underlying 

net profit (i.e. 46.8% of total).  We note that majority of Wharf REIC’s revenue is generated 
from rental income under the investment properties (“IP”) segment (87.5% of total revenue) 
which is largely recurring. Of the six properties it owns, Habour City (including hotels) 
remained the key driver of Wharf REIC. Over 1H2019, total revenue for Habour City rose 5% 
y/y to HKD6.2bn on the back of higher retail revenue (+6% y/y) and average passing retail 
rent (+4% y/y) while occupancy rate for Habour City was maintained at 96% as at end June 
2019. Habour City’s office component also contributed positively with a higher average spot 
rent (+9% y/y). We expect Wharf REIC to remain largely stable, and continue to be a reliable 
source of income for WHEELK. 

mailto:zhiqiseow@ocbc.com
https://www.ocbc.com/assets/pdf/credit%20research/corporates%20reports/2019/ocbc%20credit%20research%20-%20earnings%20review%20wharf%201h2019.pdf
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 WHARF’s IP in Mainland China performed well:  Over 1H2019, revenue at WHARF rose by 

3% y/y to HKD8.1bn from HKD7.8bn, on the back of stronger performance from IP (+21% y/y 
to HKD2.0bn) though partially offset by the development properties (“DP”) segment (-21% 
y/y to HKD3.1bn). Separately, a drift towards IP (away from DP) was observed. For profit 
before tax which includes share of results of associates and joint ventures, DP/IP split was 
30%/41% (2018: 69%/26%, 1H2018: 53%/37%). We think this trend is likely to persist and 
may skew further towards IP given that Tower 2 at Changsha IFS (under IP) will open and 
WHARF has not purchased any new land recently. Recurring income made up 29% of 
WHARF’s revenue and 34% of the total operating profit in 1H2019. 

 
 Wheelock-Own’s revenue surged: Wheelock-Own’s revenue was HKD4.6bn, up by 418% y/y 

while underlying net profit grew 864% y/y to HKD1.9bn. This was largely due to the gain on 
disposal of the O’South malls and higher sales recognition of DP projects. Residential 
contracted sales amounted to HKD16.2bn with a total of 1,282 units sold or presold. Though 
down from the HKD23.4bn recorded in 1H2018, we note that 1H2018 figure was a record 
high. Net order book (i.e. presold but contracted sales not yet recognised) grew to 
HKD34.9bn, from HKD26.7bn at end 2018. This increase was mainly driven by successful 
launches of MONTARA and GRAND MONTARA which took place in 2Q2019.  

 
 Strong credit metrics: Wheelock-Own’s debt increased to HKD43.1bn from HKD32.6bn, with 

its net gearing higher at 15.8% at end June 2019, from 13.0% in the preceding corresponding 
period. Even though HKD6.5bn of its own debt will come due before 31 December 2020, and 
based on our estimation it only has cash of ~HKD1.4bn (Wheelock-Own’s) as at 30 June 
2019, it (Wheelock-Own) has significant undrawn facilities of HKD26.7bn (38.3% of total 
available facilities). Therefore we think the maturing debt would be very manageable, not 
forgetting the recurrent dividend income that WHEELK receives from its subsidiaries. 
Specifically, WHEELK is expected to receive HKD2.1bn in dividends from its stake in Wharf 
REIC and HKD0.5bn from WHARF in September 2019. Total net debt of WHARF, Wharf REIC 
and other groups which are non-resource to WHEELK and its wholly-owned subsidiaries was 
HKD59.1bn. Including which, net gearing on a consolidated basis would have been higher at 
25.0% (2018: 23.9%). Cash (consolidated basis) was HKD25.8bn and WHEELK also has a 
portfolio of listed investments with an aggregate market value of HKD51.2bn which is 
immediately available for use if needed. EBITDA/Interest (consolidated basis) was 8.2x, up 
from 7.3x a year ago largely due to a much larger increase in EBITDA than debt. As such, we 
are maintained WHEELK at Issuer Profile of Positive (2). 
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Explanation of Issuer Profile Rating / Issuer Profile Score 
 
Positive (“Pos”) – The issuer’s credit profile is either strong on an absolute basis, or expected to improve to a 
strong position over the next six months. 
 
Neutral (“N”) – The issuer’s credit profile is fair on an absolute basis, or expected to improve / deteriorate to a fair 
level over the next six months. 
 
Negative (“Neg”) – The issuer’s credit profile is either weaker or highly geared on an absolute basis, or expected 
to deteriorate to a weak or highly geared position over the next six months. 
 
To better differentiate relative credit quality of the issuers under our coverage, we have further sub-divided our 
Issuer Profile Ratings into a 7 point Issuer Profile Score scale. 
 

 
 
Please note that Bond Recommendations are dependent on a bond’s price, underlying risk free rates and 
an implied credit spread that reflects the strength of the issuer’s credit profile. Bond Recommendations 
may not be relied upon if one or more of these factors change. 
 
 
 
Explanation of Bond Recommendation 
 
Overweight (“OW”) – The performance of the issuer’s specific bond is expected to outperform the issuer’s other 
bonds, or the bonds of other issuers either operating in the same sector or in a different sector but with similar 
tenor over the next six months. 
 
Neutral (“N”) – The performance of the issuer’s specific bond is expected to perform in line with the issuer’s other 
bonds, or the bonds of other issuers either operating in the same sector or in a different sector but with similar 
tenor over the next six months. 
 
Underweight (“UW”) – The performance of the issuer’s specific bond is expected to underperform the issuer’s 
other bonds, or the bonds of other issuers either operating in the same sector or in a different sector but with 
similar tenor over the next six months. 
 
Other 
 
Suspension – We may suspend our issuer rating and bond level recommendation on specific issuers from time to 
time when OCBC is engaged in other business activities with the issuer. Examples of such activities include acting 
as a joint lead manager or book runner in a new issue or as an agent in a consent solicitation exercise. We will 
resume our coverage once these activities are completed. 
 
Withdrawal (“WD”) – We may withdraw our issuer rating and bond level recommendation on specific issuers from 
time to time when corporate actions are announced but the outcome of these actions are highly uncertain. We will 
resume our coverage once there is sufficient clarity in our view on the impact of the proposed action. 
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Analyst Declaration 
The analyst(s) who wrote this report and/or her or his respective connected persons did not hold financial interests in the above-mentioned issuer 
or company as at the time of the publication of this report. 
 
Disclaimer for research report 
This publication is solely for information purposes only and may not be published, circulated, reproduced or distributed in whole or in part to any 
other person without our prior written consent. This publication should not be construed as an offer or solicitation for the subscription, purchase or 
sale of the securities/instruments mentioned herein. Any forecast on the economy, stock market, bond market and economic trends of the 
markets provided is not necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance of the securities/instruments. Whilst the information contained 
herein has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable and we have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in 
this publication is not untrue or misleading at the time of publication, we cannot guarantee and we make no representation as to its accuracy or 
completeness, and you should not act on it without first independently verifying its contents. The securities/instruments mentioned in this 
publication may not be suitable for investment by all investors. Any opinion or estimate contained in this report is subject to change without notice. 
We have not given any consideration to and we have not made any investigation of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular 
needs of the recipient or any class of persons, and accordingly, no warranty whatsoever is given and no liability whatsoever is accepted for any 
loss arising whether directly or indirectly as a result of the recipient or any class of persons acting on such information or opinion or estimate. This 
publication may cover a wide range of topics and is not intended to be a comprehensive study or to provide any recommendation or advice on 
personal investing or financial planning. Accordingly, they should not be relied on or treated as a substitute for specific advice concerning 
individual situations. Please seek advice from a financial adviser regarding the suitability of any investment product taking into account your 
specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs before you make a commitment to purchase the investment product. OCBC 
and/or its related and affiliated corporations may at any time make markets in the securities/instruments mentioned in this publication and together 
with their respective directors and officers, may have or take positions in the securities/instruments mentioned in this publication and may be 
engaged in purchasing or selling the same for themselves or their clients, and may also perform or seek to perform broking and other investment 
or securities-related services for the corporations whose securities are mentioned in this publication as well as other parties generally.  
 
This report is intended for your sole use and information. By accepting this report, you agree that you shall not share, communicate, distribute, 
deliver a copy of or otherwise disclose in any way all or any part of this report or any information contained herein (such report, part thereof and 
information, “Relevant Materials”) to any person or entity (including, without limitation, any overseas office, affiliate, parent entity, subsidiary 
entity or related entity) (any such person or entity, a “Relevant Entity”) in breach of any law, rule, regulation, guidance or similar. In particular, you 
agree not to share, communicate, distribute, deliver or otherwise disclose any Relevant Materials to any Relevant Entity that is subject to the 
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (2014/65/EU) (“MiFID”) and the EU’s Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (600/2014) (“MiFIR”) 
(together referred to as “MiFID II”), or any part thereof, as implemented in any jurisdiction. No member of the OCBC Group shall be liable or 
responsible for the compliance by you or any Relevant Entity with any law, rule, regulation, guidance or similar (including, without limitation, MiFID 
II, as implemented in any jurisdiction). 
 
Co.Reg.no.:193200032W 
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